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The article discusses the challenges regarding cultural diversity in a global transnational and digital society, whose main characteristics are the non-linearity of output and outcomes, the trans-border overspill of sovereignty and the participation of multiple non-state actors, including civil society. The text points out, after a status of the issue, possible courses of action to face the adaptation of cultural diversity to the new digital environment.
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Cultural diversity is a new human right, coming out of series of debates on the position of media in culture, in a globalized world. The debates began during the 1993 crisis over the “cultural exception” policy as France, Canada and Europe resisted the inclusion of audiovisual content in the ‘cultural services’ as the Uruguay round struggled to liberalize markets via the General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS). The discussions continued at UNESCO that took on a key role in transforming “cultural exception” from a slogan of resistance into an innovative legal principle: “cultural diversity”. These efforts led to the Convention on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions, ratified as a treaty in March 2007.

The treaty recognizes the specific status of cultural goods and services, the sovereignty of states to apply mechanisms to favour cultural diversity (including intervention and taxation), the emergence of new actors (civil society and indigenous people) and the international solidarity with developing countries (against bilateral agreements). It also places cultural diversity on a par with other instruments with which it might potentially collide, like intellectual property and digital management rights defended within WIPO and WTO. It found an echo during the World Summit on the Information Society, as a cultural diversity group was created to defend indigenous cultures as well as open access to the global public domain. Cultural diversity was also declared one of the priority action lines (CB) in the post-WSIS phase, to be monitored by UNESCO. It was also one of the transversal themes identified by the Internet Governance Forum, in close association with openness of the networks and sustainable development.

Currently, on a global scale, the cultural diversity model is the only one that fully incorporates media, as cultural goods, spectacles and services into an international framework. It is akin to a renewed public service model, in which the state is the intermediary link that fosters community-building, social justice, economic equity and minority voices and maintains cultural pluralism within its borders, with the monitoring of other actors, including civil society’s diverse constituencies (artists, activists, researchers, NGOs…). It runs against the information provider model that has been de facto put in place by the United States in its 1996 Telecommunications Act, itself a renewed version of the classic common carrier model, that calls for a hands-off approach to the market.

But the classical pillars of broadcast regulation within “mass media”, —such as spectrum scarcity, licensing and programming as cement of national identity—, are no longer so prominent in the broadband environment of “niche media” characterized by abundance and non-linear services provided by multiple non-state actors. The customary tools for protection and promotion of diversity are being challenged by the online production of more or less regulated user-aggregated content, provided by individuals and communities whose multiple private identities seem to override national identity concerns. National sovereignty itself is being challenged by trans-border issues of compatibility, conflicts of jurisdiction and gaps in enforceability.
at a moment when the regulation of the internet, especially by instances like ICANN, risks re-creating the situation that triggered the whole cultural diversity debate: the fact that, in the face of such trans-border fragmentation of sovereignty, the US law extends to other countries as the de facto corporate law for cultural goods. The situation is all the more preoccupying as the USA are among the very few countries that have vowed not to ratify the treaty on the Protection and Promotion of the Diversity of Cultural Expressions.

What is at stake is the ability of cultural diversity to adapt to the new digital environment, as the issues around the treaty and the treaty itself were discussed in a pre-network era, when issues of trans-border non-linear flows were not prominent: if cultural industries go digital, can cultural policies do the same? How and with which actors, in a context where the debate on the public interest of the digital media is not opened? What digital cultures are emerging that can increase the range and scope of cultural diversity and therefore question current regulatory practices? What reinvented cultural policies can accommodate the new challenges to diversity created by the online trans-border context? What new theoretical constructs and mechanisms are emerging to address issues such as "voice," economic equity, and underserved minorities in a pluralistic way?

1. The diversity value of the digital networks: new models of audiovisual consumption

To date, there is no country in the world that has engaged its citizens to express their views about the shared online public sphere that they can or could have. The World Summit on Information Society could have been such an arena, worldwide, but the media sector was under-represented and civil society, though participating in many more ways than usual in this UN debate, was not able to raise awareness and to stir local and national public opinions about the matter. The private sector and governments had no interest in bringing up the issue and allowing it to escape their sphere of influence and power. This is still the case in the post-WSIS phase, where the action lines of the Internet remain within the fold of a small number of self-selected representatives of the three sectors, private, public and civic (Frau-Meigs 2007, 2011).

1.1 Assessing the current threats to the online public interest

This threat to public service is magnified by the situation of the private media sector, in a deregulated economic environment. The pressure to compete and to globalize together with cyclical crises undermines the openness of the networks. The need to finance and expand the info-structure pushes corporations to maximise their means of generating revenue, advertising revenue being the most sought-after. The business model of the Internet is still to be found, but the shift of revenues from over-the-air linear media to digital non-linear media is creating a lot of turmoil and uncertainty. This process impacts directly on policy-making, at both national and supranational levels, because the states are under pressure to relax their oversight of the private sector and to reduce publicly funded media, especially those that incorporate advertising. This process in turn has a chilling effect on the public sector media, as they see their sources of revenue diminish at a moment when they are required to expand their activities to the online world. Besides, the corporate sector tends to bring up arguments that equate popular broadcasting with commercial media and public service with unpopular broadcasting. It posits that publics built by commercial media are less coerced and more participatory than those built by public broadcasting.

The major controversies with the private sector are related to the trans-nationalisation of new media and the new opportunities for broadcasting content differently, taking into account the fragmentation and segmentation of publics, which makes it difficult to convey mass messages to mass audiences. Three categories of audiovisual services are under siege by both private sector and public service:

- The use of all new platforms for broadcasting, in simulcast or online with mobile phones, most of them coming from American platforms like YouTube;
- The services that are yet to be defined as "purely" commercial: electronic commerce, paid games and related downloads, forums and chats over the net, sponsoring and advertising, links to commercial sites;
- The broadcasting of programmes that are no longer dependent on time constraints and linear programming grids under new formulas and packages like video-on-demand and pay-per-view, as well as the development and production of services and spectacles that are specific to the web (Ridinger 2009).

These categories raise issues of competition for sources of funding; they also raise issues of diversity both in the sense of content and format pluralism and in the sense of service to under-represented categories of population (young people, poor communities...). The case the BBC archives in the UK or the Ina archives in France illustrates the problem of the future of audiovisual content when transferred on the web: can the public operator charge for consultation? Can the public operator add material and links to the original document and make it available for free, or for a charge? And what happens for special users like schools or researchers that require access to such intellectual property at special rates, as part of the patrimony of their country and claim that they use it in a non-commercial setting? There are also issues about diversity and quotas (programmes in a given language or of a national origin that are required) when they migrate to foreign platforms or, conversely, when they are submitted to a national platform.

The claim of public service broadcasters is constrained by the fact that ICT-driven media have been classified as paid services by the Audiovisual Media Services Directive (2007).
Consequently, the threats to the public interest and to cultural diversity, particularly visible in the European public service media, but also in places like Korea, India or the USA, fall largely under three categories: relaxation of regulatory regimes; pressure on existing public service broadcasters about their regimes of public funding; consolidation and ownership with attendant threats to pluralism.

The relaxation of regulatory regimes is tilted in favour of the private sector media. It is a means to alleviate pressures on them, by allowing more competition, fostering partnership deals, compelling public funding to be shared by other sectors, etc. This relaxation finds its counterpart in the pressures put on the public service broadcasters. Limits are put to their expansion and to their public broadcaster remits online, funding is constantly circumscribed, as competition laws apply to public service broadcasters and as they are seen as receiving undue support that thwart the laws of the market. Access to advertising revenue is questioned and restrictions are set on other sources of income. This is particularly visible in policies that establish a “public value test” like the one the BBC is subjected to in the UK or others that try to curtail advertising options for public media as in France. Conversely, policies that increasingly privatize public spectacles such as football matches by enclosing them in premium broadcast packages are expanding.

These changes are accompanied by a whole flurry of deregulatory measures that relax existing restrictions on concentration of ownership. In the USA and many European countries, cross-ownership regimes are modified or relaxed so as to allow more corporate penetration in local and regional markets. The same trend exists at the international level, with pressures to open up the media markets within the World Trade Organization. The argument of transnational pressure is also used not to apply the public service obligations usually required of commercial media: they are not present on the new online media, such as Google or Facebook, that generate content without any regulation. These transnational corporations —well entrenched within national US law— are intent on barrin public services from entering the field of digital media, so as to establish their own rules and have a de facto dominant position, from which it will be difficult for any new entrant to dislodge them. A case in point is Ofcom, the new UK national regulating body, which has removed public service obligations under new digital licenses granted for commercial broadcasting, thus dwindling the pressure put on broadcasters to serve isolated and poor communities and regions.

The situation of the European Union is very revealing of the comparison to that of private channels: less than 5% compared to more than 15%, before the 2009 crisis. Public authorities, in Spain and Portugal for instance, have been called to bail out their public service broadcasters, the result being less financial autonomy (Nikoltchev 2007; Ridinger 2009).

1.2 Patterns of resistance

The different public service cultures argue that they participate in culture and if they are services, they are services of general economic interest, so as to put themselves within the framework of legitimacy for receiving public funding and not being accused of distorting the market. They denounce the private sector’s strategy of containment and consider that the end-user is allowed to use the same content in different media, without having to pay twice for such a provision (as he/she has paid a public tax). Some trends are appearing on public service media on the Internet that hold promises of renewal and increased citizen participation.

Examples of services that create or express a public value tend to accumulate, such as e-democracy tests that show more people-oriented government services, enhanced access to libraries and archives, community access points that offer more information to all generations of people. Many of these services are provided by public authorities or at least funded by public authorities, but some can be partly financed and supported by civil society entities or by the local private sector. They show a trend to shift the modes of funding the public service, which could have higher public value as it is more decentralized, less top-down and therefore engages people in their daily activities.

Three major trends can be detected: the blurring of the lines between linear broadcast media and non-linear broadband media; the complementarities between broadcasting and archiving; and user-sensitive timing that can advantageously replace programming, as results show that, over time, public service spectacles rank among the most downloaded by the general public. Public service media still tend to function on a grid and a schedule as they encourage family consumption but they have moved out of this gridlock on digital broadband, by resorting to discreet units of production, available at any time. With this move, traditional public service media have extended their archival and patrimonial capacities, as they have been able to draw from a rich fund of past and timeless programming that new generations can discover and enjoy. So Internet has become a platform for access to past broadcast, making a lot of publicly-funded material available on the web.

This role of digital publisher can generate additional revenue while offering the additional advantage of potentially function-
ing like a digital archive, which has been explored by a series of public entities, like NHK in Japan, CBC in Canada, Ina in France. The BBC has gone one step further, to make its material available to the English public. Through its Creative Archive project, from 2004 to 2006, it tested the possibility of letting license-paying Britons download radio and television materials, with software controls to stop downloads outside national borders. Such trends point to public service broadcasting capacities in the future: publishing and educational capabilities can be developed on-line, with materials produced off-line that can be given more visibility and availability, for teachers and for children on the look-out for special materials free of rights. This can be a public service answer to commercial services that try to create total entertainment universes to keep the public in a state of net immersion.

Re-engaging the end-user is also a possibility that allows to fight the “cursor effect” of public broadcasting: the more a channel elevates the educational or cultural level, the more it elevates the age of the viewer. User-generated content has been a way of bringing back the interest of young people, whose audience has increased in the last few years. Replacing commercial seduction by curiosity and proximity, public service broadcasters have developed a two-pronged strategy, as exemplified by the France 5: Internet has been conceived as an extension of over-the-air programs, with sites like “Les Zouzous” (for children) and “Côté Prof” (for teachers); Internet has also been conceived as a channel per se, with its own programming via webtv, for teenagers, a problematic audience that needs to be enticed away from appealing commercial broadcasting or gaming <www.france5.org>.

New participatory modes, more in synch with young people’s listening and viewing situation, allow them to determine the timing and format as boundaries between static and interactive content become porous. Public service broadcasters with online extensions like RaiNet or BBC.org have established real communication tools to dialogue with their publics, receive their opinions and tailor their content. As a result, the erosion or loss of audience has been stabilized over the past years, from 30% to 47% according to the countries, and there is always a public service channel among the top ten of national audience ratings (Lange 2009).

The other challenge public service broadcasters have dealt with is the trans-border dimension of the digital media, to comply with their obligation to provide local and regional content. By allowing for more participation and transmission windows for local production in their on-line offer, they have seen new opportunities to fulfill their mandate of inclusiveness, pluralism, creativity, service to minorities and children and education in informal settings while giving community broadcasters some visibility at the national public level, at relatively low cost. By so doing, they are running the risk of spreading themselves too thin, as their budget is thinning as well.

What is at stake, for national and local communities, is the status of the public interest in its relation to dominant private interest media whose role is not the cultural development of diversity. The market has no mission to guarantee such a right in its commercial use of the Internet. In the global, transnational context, the corporate market has even less interest in respecting the national interpretations and evolutions of such a right. Self-regulatory governance bodies for the digital networks, such as ICANN, are not accountable to Internet users worldwide. Many Internet users do not participate in the debates over the governance process, and the existing forums, like IGF, are not accountable to the international community, which makes it difficult to bridge the digital divide.

2. Emerging concepts and mechanisms: the transnational challenges of creative industries, digital commons and net neutrality

The emergence of private transnational corporations in the media sector is thus far from being balanced by a similar growth of transnational public services —to the exception, arguably, of the BBC. As American-based new conglomerates such as Google, YouTube, Apple/iTunes, Facebook… become media, in that they not only provide access but also propose spectacles and services (just like old Disney or Time Warner corporations), the risk of privatization of user-aggregated content is increasing. The online challenge for cultural diversity is not only the protection and promotion of audiovisual spectacles; it is also the fostering of user-generated content and services that moves the public from consumption to participation, with increased agency.

2.1 Concentration and “voice”

Concentration is a two-faceted issue, as it relates to ownership and to content. The amount of media and voices has augmented overall in the “Information Society”, but the dominant traffic goes to a much smaller amount of actors, that have managed to offer a desirable service, like Google for navigation or Facebook for social networking. The range of entry points tends to decrease as they are being bought up by larger corporations that add them to their assets, as in the case of YouTube, bought up by Google. The result is that some corporations become even more powerful and are in a situation of quasi monopoly in the digital Hollyweb. The offline and online media sector are coalescing together, not just because of digital convergence, but also because many governments, especially the United States, have been tampering with anti-trust laws to allow their companies to dominate international competition. As a result, traditional media companies and online services merge into vertical corporations that offer services as well as spectacles, preferably on a paid-for basis. Public outcry in the face of such a level of unacceptable concentration has been of little avail against the lobbying power of the corporate world.

In terms of content, the emphasis on expressivity and reflexivity so characteristic of identity in cyberspace means that the
users tend to speak more about themselves than they tend to listen to others. In spite of all the hype about participation, research trends tend to show that Internet is less a many-to-many media than a one-to-the-happy-few media (<pewinternet.org/media> 2009). Also, by a snowballing phenomenon of imitation characteristic of reputation building, formulas that work will be taken up and repeated across the same platform and other platforms. This is particularly the case with blogs on popular platforms like Skyblog. The users are very little aware of the format constraints that compel them to include a picture of themselves or to add a link to yet one more person. The homogenization of content and of related practices is a risk, especially if the platform is dominant in the market. This platform can therefore exert editorial control on content, in ways that can actually create bias and lack of pluralism in the information accessed (Frau-Meigs 2011b).

A final assault on content as voice is related to the blurring of the borders between service and slogan, spectacle and spot. This consequently also blurs the frontiers between search and advertising and, as a consequence, between information and misinformation. Advertising, fuelled by neuro-marketing techniques, has moved from recognizable forms like displays and pop-ups to “search-specific” sophisticated forms like paid placement (an ad is attached a priori to a search term) and paid inclusion, in which the sponsor pays the gatekeeper to attach its ad to specific search terms or sites. Both forms of hidden advertisement tend to boost the position of a given site, blog or portal in the index ranking system and therefore make it appear as very popular, sometimes unduly as in the case of spam-indexing or page-jacking (Van Couvering 2004). So the very tool for access is advertisement-driven, which has an impact on its agenda, as its commercial interest is vested in keeping the client happy about its global positioning. The hidden business plan meets the hidden agenda: the gate-keeping platform sells placement (an ad is attached a priori to a search term) and paid inclusion, in which the sponsor pays the gatekeeper to attach its ad to specific search terms or sites. Both forms of hidden advertisement tend to boost the position of a given site, blog or portal in the index ranking system and therefore make it appear as very popular.

The recent move to designate “creative cities” is important since these territorial and political entities can protect the individual within the community by offering localized forms of collective expression. UNESCO, through the Global Alliance for Cultural Diversity, established a “Creative Cities Network” to exchange best practices and facilitate the transfer of skills. This initiative seeks to promote local industries by putting them online, and it improves alternative prospects for the diversity-based view of creative industries, reflecting the interests of civil society, that is concerned with shared digital assets and sustainable development.

These processes pave the way for cultural diversity, as they combine various resources and their decentralized propagation to other nodes in the network. Certain web services are already starting to connect intelligent autonomous agents, capable of interacting among themselves, to other web sites and other in-

2.2 The contested field of “creative industries”

However, some media relationships and contents are being established outside these distribution channels, without access through a licence fee, subscription, or advertisement support. Outside these commercial relationships and contractual rights and obligations, a growing number of people are building media relationships without caring to know if these practices are legal or illegal (though the industry tends to denounce them under the terms of “piracy”). Internet practices have allowed both the circulation of “forgotten” books and movies, of no interest to the industrial sector and the revisiting and the creation of new art productions, digitally produced as in the case of MARCEL (Multimedia Art Research Centres and Electronic Laboratories), a high bandwidth interactive network dedicated to artistic and educational experimentation <mmarcel.org>. Amateurs and fan cultures have been expressing themselves by re-appropriating fictions such as Lord of the Ring (inventing, for instance, the life of the son of Aragorn). Strategies such as sampling, mixing, poaching and pooling have allowed participants to find their locus of control and expression, emancipating themselves from the dominant figures of the author as creator or the user as consumer, often by producing collaborative pieces for which no authorship is claimed.

These creative industries can be seen as the new horizon for cultural diversity as acknowledged by UNESCO, in 2006: “Creative industries are distinguished from cultural industries… by their emphasis on expression and identity, rather than on marketing, with a particular interest in handicrafts and popular arts, as well as design, with derivative works and applications in publishing, music and film."<portal.unesco.org>. This includes a whole series of sectors, mainly in the communication and information fields, such as film, the audiovisual sector, music, publishing, and video games, but also handicrafts, architecture, design, fashion, and more intangible cultural goods, related to antiquities (museums and libraries) and tourism activities (food, folklore, etc.). UNESCO associates the creative industries with the identity-based interpretation of cultural diversity, and adds a local aspect related to the idea of sustainable development.

The recent move to designate “creative cities” is important since these territorial and political entities can protect the individual within the community by offering localized forms of collective expression. UNESCO, through the Global Alliance for Cultural Diversity, established a “Creative Cities Network” to exchange best practices and facilitate the transfer of skills. This initiative seeks to promote local industries by putting them online, and it improves alternative prospects for the diversity-based view of creative industries, reflecting the interests of civil society, that is concerned with shared digital assets and sustainable development.

These processes pave the way for cultural diversity, as they combine various resources and their decentralized propagation to other nodes in the network. Certain web services are already starting to connect intelligent autonomous agents, capable of interacting among themselves, to other web sites and other in-
individuals. These enormous hybrid intelligence systems—combining people and intelligent software, which may include machine translation systems (necessary for true diversity)—can empower territorial and virtual communities to self-organize, optimize their transaction costs, and manage collaborative creative teams and diversified knowledge networks.

However, there is a double tendency that threatens such construction of creative industries: they tend to expand on proprietary platforms when conducted by individuals; they tend to be recuperated into the fold of newly institutionalized market practices, with changing legal clauses. Hollyweb, via social networking platforms like Myspace or Second Life is providing any user with “ready to mediatize” spaces, where what is sold is not the content but the use of the production tools. The Web 2.0 seems to distribute the means of production to the masses, but the economic gains are for the few. Some analysts wonder about the means of paying for creative work of that kind, and notice the emergence of a class of “infomediaries”, or information brokers who are among the few to live off this system (Mogrin 2007). Other analysts refer to “sharecropping” as each participant gets just enough to keep on producing, whereas the general growth and benefits go to some large web corporations, that can intervene in the management of the digital crop, as in the case of Google that, through AdSense, is able to capture a lot of the advertising revenue that circulates on such digital spaces. The benefits actually seem to arise from advertising and connexion costs, supported by the netcroppers and their customers, rather than from the digital content itself. Additionally, the quality of such netcroppers’ work is not always recognized and they tend to see their leisure time confused with their working time (Husson 2007; Frau-Meigs 2011b).

Hollyweb also deployed its possible means to consolidate privileged access by Digital Management Rights and other IP tools, as exclusive proprietary tools. The passing of laws that prevent works from falling into the public domain before at least 70 years is such a measure. The DADVSI law in France against “illegal downloading” illustrates how governments can be held hostage to international lobbies and refuse any innovation in the legal field that could take into account the fact that non-exclusive and non-rival goods circulate online. This aims at nipping in the bud the direct connection between artists and amateurs that can bypass producers and providers, as well as other economic models such as gift and non-profit, via peer-to-peer (P2P) systems of pooling and sharing.

Creative industries thus run the risk of being captured by the private sector that sees them as an extension of media content and services. The international corporations have lobbied WIPO to ensure it puts in place a number of tools for monitoring them, including a Creative Industries division. Situated in the small and medium-sized business sector, this division seeks to quantify statistically the creative industries, in order to measure their economic potential and their value as commercial products and services. Its goal is to ensure that these industries remain within the realm of intellectual property and do not experiment with other approaches to managing competition or creativity.

Two visions are therefore in head-on opposition: one built around policing and restricting, the other around negotiation and differentiation. In a paradoxical reversal, the free-trade proponents are proving to be hard-line protectionists, clinging to strict IP rights, while the diversity proponents are much more willing to promote alternative solutions. The diversity proponents do not advocate a free, anything-goes situation, but suggest that authors could be compensated in differentiated ways, and that payment for rights could be less centralized and less dependent on corporate infomediaries. They support alternative mechanisms such as the “global license” that proposes to make peer-to-peer exchanges legal, in exchange for a fee on broadband Internet subscriptions, which would go directly to fund the creators and authors (Aigrain 2005).

2.3 Digital Commons and Open Educational Resources (OER)

Creative industries, as defined by UNESCO, can also be considered as part of the digital commons. Commons are relational spaces, with derogatory rules that do not assimilate them to markets, where tangible and intangible assets are shared by a community, such as the broadcast airwaves or the digital broadband. In fact, the creative works of people not under copyright law and a number of public domain digital resources have produced such digital commons. They are often related to knowledge diffusion, especially with scientific and academic research, supported by the public through government funding, in the garb of Open Educational Resources (OER), available online via the open source model, which harks back to the public interest of providing education, not just entertainment or services.

In the digital world, the commons have emerged around the “gift” economy, with people as willing participants and contributors to the community at large, the intangible benefits being related to relational goods that are non-exclusive and non-rival. The global contributors to wikimedia, especially the Wikipedia, are such a group that provides a common good; the GNU/Linux software programmers that allow for the free software community to expand are another example. There is no way to assess the actual price of these assets, as their actual value to the community at large is unfathomable and timeless (Ostrom 1990; Stallman 1999; Aigrain 2005). The economic benefits and fallouts of not enshrining some of the public goods can be various, including creating new business models and ensuring local sustainability. But their open access has to be clearly identified, managed by a clear authority, with allocated resources only to be used by members of the community in a clear non-commercial dimension, so as to give it social value in an integrated infrastructure where individuals can share a common goal, as proposed by “creative commons” licences (Lessig 2001).

Yet, media consolidation has impacted the digital commons by establishing a monopoly over cable broadband services and by capturing services via proprietary standards on key hard-
hardware and software protocols and applications. The governance structure of the Internet itself is privatized de facto by ICANN, the company that controls strategic domain names, including those that refer to state sovereignty like .fr or .eu. Though it presents itself as a technical entity, there is no hiding the fact that such control is political and affects national but also civic sovereignty. “With no clear legal limits to its authority, dubious democratic safeguards, and a board skewed to represent e-commerce interests, ICANN is a perfect governance vehicle for transforming the Internet commons into a privatized commercial infrastructure” (Bollier and Watts 2005).

Protecting the digital commons can become possible if cultural diversity as a right incorporates them as a way of recovering control over community assets for public purposes. It implies going beyond existing regulatory regimes to meet the challenge of retaining the generative value added by the digital commons. Legal strategies and institutional mechanisms need to be explored and trans-nationalized for such purposes, with multi-stakeholder strategies, using models such as “creative commons” to bypass the stringent DRM and maintaining a lively public domain, or by giving citizens a stake in public assets, in “stakeholder trusts” to maintain open digital spaces as public assets, in “general public licenses” (GPL), to preserve programming code as part of the digital commons. These contractual and ethical strategies try to ensure that there is no privatization and inadequate appropriation of the Internet resources or reckless mismanagement by states and corporations.

As with public service broadcasting online, it is important to define the missions of the digital commons, so as to defend them. At the moment, the Internet as a digital commons is not equipped to detect over-use of the resource and doesn’t have a governance mechanism that mediates between competing demands regarding access and applications. It doesn’t monitor fair use and it doesn’t have real means of sanctioning abuse. Artists, amateurs and content-aggregators have to be sensitized to the fact that abusing the commons or letting them be enclossed leads to less efficiency of the collaborative system and alienation of the value of Internet services and public sphere. They can be protected by the creation and promotion of public Internet service providers, to increase trust, contain fraud and limit costs to consumers and citizens, as well as plan for infrastructure and future development over the long term (Frau-Meigs 2011a).

2.4 “Net Neutrality” as a guiding principle for cultural diversity online?

On the commercial side, the emerging “net neutrality” principle is also appearing as a means to ensure stability over the long term and limit corporate threats of reaping disproportionate advantages by over-exploitation of the resource over a short period of time. Net neutrality emerged as a critical issue for access and diversity as some corporations have drawn on their protocols and other devices to discriminate against P2P, imposing a cell-phone style billing system that discriminates among services and leads to anti-competitive bundling, as exemplified in the “Brand X” ruling of 2005 in the United States. It showed that broadband providers can become de facto gatekeepers, controlling both the content providers and the customers, making it difficult for new entrants and independent creators to access the digital networks. Since then, net neutrality has been broadly defined as non discriminatory access to Internet critical resources and services, to underline the importance of open networks to encourage access to services, as well as to protect consumers from the current anti-competitive practices used by providers (Mueller 2007).

The advocates of net neutrality have voiced their concern about the ability of broadband providers to use their infrastructure to block Internet content and services and implement data discrimination, creating inequality via their dominant position. They claim that this would create a two-speed service model that would also create a two-tiered citizenship, some users being offered all types of services, others being offered only basic services. The opponents of net neutrality claim that the market has no interest in blocking content or slowing performance. They worry that if states implement regulation to impose net neutrality, this might fragment the Internet and prevent further technological innovation (Mueller 2007; Frau-Meigs 2011).

The possibility of national policies designed to mandate the neutrality of the Internet is thus under consideration in many countries like the European Union and the USA. Among researchers, the debate on the best way to ensure that the public interest is served on the Internet is fuelled by the more or less large level of trust in states and governments to maintain net neutrality, interoperability and end-to-end user choices. This would require empowering democratic states to impose a minimum quality of services in order to address access and dominant positions. It would also require an obligation of transparency and accountability to limit the operators’ ability to set up restrictions on the user’s choice of content and services.

Some researchers argue for maintaining the role of governments in transnational regulation, as there is a need of structured and elected institutions that can balance the dynamics of profit making against the public interest. The case of Google Books shows that when governments are mobilized and call on their institutions, enclosure of public domain goods, like orphan books, can be stopped and monopoly practices can be limited. Civil society actors, especially librarians, were able to appeal against such a privatization, and had laws enforced by the court system. Thus, transforming governmental structures to allow for transnational policy-making, on a multi-stakeholder basis, could prove a viable option (Hofmann 2005).

Other researchers express scepticism as to the role of governments in transnational regulation and advocate the de-nationalization of Internet governance, to re-invent other rules via new entities and new processes. The procedural achievements of the nation states are perceived as too heavy and as inhibiting further expansion of the Internet, and they add that such procedural checks should also be applied to the states themselves, as
they don’t all operate under democratic rules and don’t all abide to the public interest, when not giving way altogether to domi-
nant private interests, some of them foreign and detrimental to their own people (Mueller 2007).

The net neutrality principle could be advantageously integrat-
ed to the cultural diversity model, as a means of re-engaging the states in their responsibilities, via the pressure of civil society, to enforce the rule of law and to make the case of the public inter-
est of the networks, even in maintaining the transnational public value of the Internet, striking the balance between the risk of entrenched national interests and disenfranchised private inter-
est. Such a multi-stakeholder approach can provide protection and participation, against misuse of the public interest by both state and the private sector, keeping the interest of civil society users in mind by ensuring non-discrimination of entry points and end-to-end interoperability (Frau-Meigs 2011a).

Net neutrality can thus exemplify one of the ways the regu-
lation of cultural diversity can work at a transnational level: it takes into account the existing regulatory tools that the states can put in place with their own sovereignty while at the same time providing extensions that don’t close but expand the po-
tential of the networks when limitations are encountered in the trans-border realm. It allows for the amplification of the govern-
ance of the networks, ensuring that compatibility and interop-
erability exist, that conflicts of jurisdiction are addressed and that problems of enforceability are taken into account, within a multi-stakeholder approach where the information provider model and the open source model are treated on a par.

3. Future perspectives...

So in the near future, the main issues around cultural diver-
sity are likely to be around the emerging trends of the digital networks in the trans-border context which, at the moment, serves the interest of the United States best. Among some key challenges, the most important are to keep promoting both the online extensions of audiovisual media and the online creations of broadband media as they converge on the digital networks. On the audiovisual media side, the focus should remain on:
- Legitimizing the public service value of the networks for broadcasting audiovisual content, by protecting online ex-
tensions of public service broadcasters and by promoting the emergence of transnational public service broadcasters;
- Ensuring programming rights and viewer access to audio-
visual and digital content, by monitoring a number of events considered as being of “major importance for society” (sports, festivals...), and extending such protections to the whole range of community events and of creative indus-
tries based on collective performance and user-aggregated knowledge;
- Monitoring programming tools like the Electronic Pro-
gramme Guides that purport to help viewers deal with linear and non-linear programme flows on multi-channel HDTV,
as they can potentially create discrimination of premium content vs. non-premium content and therefore damage the diversity and pluralism of content;
- Not forgetting the “digital dividend” that liberates a lot of high quality radio spectrum for the deployment of new ser-
vices and holds the potential of providing a lot of social and cultural benefits, by enlarging the possibilities for small scale actors, like communities or municipalities, to enter the broadcasting sector and the wireless industry.

On the broadband media side, the focus should be on:
- Building a credible remuneration of creativity via the “global license” and other alternative compensation mechanisms;
- Focusing on audiovisual production in relation to Creative in-
dustries, so that the “netcroppers” benefit from a protection on financial conditions of such creative work and a promo-
tion of free spaces for free time;
- Re-engaging states via digital cultural policies to democra-
tize culture, especially by developing support mechanisms for the production and distribution of user- and community-
generated content;
- Maintaining the value of pluralism in media diversity, against commercial “bundling” practices that lock together a naviga-
tion tool and specific software, all belonging to the same operator or the same software company;
- Promoting transnational open source and non-proprietary software to foster the information commons, via a robust open source backbone, be it for national security and sov-
ereignty to local small businesses and forms of collective expression.

Such an Inter-Governmental Organisation as UNESCO may need to enlarge its own mandate over the Treaty on the diversity of cultural expressions to incorporate the diversity of online cul-
tures and their emerging trends. The options open to UNESCO —and the states that compose it—, are related to a cosmo-
political economy of culture whose main characteristics are the non-linearity of output and outcomes, the trans-border overspill of sovereignty and the participation of multiple non-state actors, including civil society. UNESCO can help encourage a rethinking of public cultural activity and re-legitimize national cultural poli-
cies by providing supra-national decision-making tools within an arena that is among the most multipartite at the international level, considering the consultative status of NGOs and private sector entities that it can engage in dialogue. It must still prove its ability to raise these questions in other international forums, such as the WTO and WIPO, which are busily incorporating creative industries and user-aggregated content in their agenda and their own mandate. Such an enlargement would provide for the development of transnational regulation to ensure a bal-
ance within the global public interest between corporations and commons.
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